
   JRF AWARD LETTER  
  Dated: 12-03-2022

NTA Ref. No.: 210510011599 Roll No.: OR05004283 
HARAPRIYA BARIK

Son/Daughter of SANJUKTA BARIK

and HRUDANANDA BARIK
Subject: Sociology

 

Dear Candidate,

I am pleased to inform you that you have qualified for Junior Research Fellowship (JRF) and eligibility for Assistant Professor in
the National Eligibility Test (UGC-NET) conducted for December 2020 and June 2021 (merged session). The tenure of fellowship is
five years and it commences from the date of declaration of NET result, i.e., 19-02-2022 (or) from the date of admission under
M.Phil./Ph.D. (or) from the date of joining M.Phil./Ph.D. programme, whichever is later. The summary of financial assistance
offered under the scheme is mentioned at Annexure I available on  www.ugc.ac.in/netjrf

The Awardee is required to get admission and registration for regular and full time M.Phil./Ph.D. course in a
University/Institution/College recognized by UGC at the first available opportunity but not later than three years from the date of
issue of this award letter. University/Institution/College is requested to process for award of JRF based on this letter, in accordance
with the procedure available on www.ugc.ac.in/netjrf.  
It may be noted that the fellowship amount shall be disbursed through Canara Bank to bank account of the Awardee (any bank)
directly. UGC has developed a dedicated web portal (https://scholarship.canarabank.in) for capturing data of the awardee. The
Universities/Colleges/Institutions will link the data of the awardee with the master data on the UGC web portal with unique
Maker/Checker Ids which have already been provided to them along with the passwords. The Universities/Colleges/Institutions shall
update the information in the master data (regarding monthly payment confirmation, HRA, up-gradation, resignation etc.) of the
beneficiaries on monthly basis. Based on the data updated on UGC web portal by the concerned Universities/Colleges/Institutions,
the payment of the fellowship will be made to the beneficiaries (Detailed process available at
https://www.ugc.ac.in/ugc_notices.aspx?id=2153).   
It may also be noted that UGC has proposed to link "AADHAAR" with bank account of students so that there can be direct cash
transfer and effective disbursal of fellowship into bank account of the student. In this regard, Secretary, UGC has already requested
the universities to help students in Aadhaar enrolment vide D.O. No. F.14-34/2011 (CPP-II) dated 11.01.2013.

It may please be noted that the award is liable to be cancelled by Implementing/Awarding agency and it will also attract legal action
against the Awardee in the following cases:

i. If the awardee is found to be ineligible to receive the award at any point during the entire duration of fellowship,
ii. Misconduct of Awardee,

iii. Unsatisfactory progress of research work,
iv. Failure in any examination related to M.Phil./Ph.D.,
v. In case any other fellowship is drawn from other source(s),

vi. Concealment of facts.
The e-Certificate of eligibility for Assistant Professor has been uploaded on https://ecertificate.nta.ac.in. The eligibility of the
candidate is to be ensured by the institution/appointing authority. The category in which the candidate had appeared may be verified
from NTA.

This electronic JRF award letter can also be verified by scanning the QR Code.

With best wishes,

    

(Dr Sadhana Parashar)
Senior Director

 Note: NTA has issued the electronic JRF award letter on the basis of information provided by the candidate in his/her online application form. The appointing
authority should verify the original records/certificates of the candidate while considering him/her for JRF award or appointment, as the NTA will not be liable for
any false information provided by the candidate. The NTA is only responsible for the result which can be verified from the repository available in the website of NTA
(ugcnet.nta.nic.in). The candidate must fulfil the minimum eligibility conditions as laid down in the notification for UGC-NET. 
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   JRF AWARD LETTER  
  Dated: 12-03-2022

NTA Ref. No.: 210510249487 Roll No.: OR04012010 
MANDAKIN SAMANTARAY

Son/Daughter of MINARVA SAMANTARAY

and PRAFULLA SAMANTARAY
Subject: Sociology

 

Dear Candidate,

I am pleased to inform you that you have qualified for Junior Research Fellowship (JRF) and eligibility for Assistant Professor in
the National Eligibility Test (UGC-NET) conducted for December 2020 and June 2021 (merged session). The tenure of fellowship is
five years and it commences from the date of declaration of NET result, i.e., 19-02-2022 (or) from the date of admission under
M.Phil./Ph.D. (or) from the date of joining M.Phil./Ph.D. programme, whichever is later. The summary of financial assistance
offered under the scheme is mentioned at Annexure I available on  www.ugc.ac.in/netjrf

The Awardee is required to get admission and registration for regular and full time M.Phil./Ph.D. course in a
University/Institution/College recognized by UGC at the first available opportunity but not later than three years from the date of
issue of this award letter. University/Institution/College is requested to process for award of JRF based on this letter, in accordance
with the procedure available on www.ugc.ac.in/netjrf.  
It may be noted that the fellowship amount shall be disbursed through Canara Bank to bank account of the Awardee (any bank)
directly. UGC has developed a dedicated web portal (https://scholarship.canarabank.in) for capturing data of the awardee. The
Universities/Colleges/Institutions will link the data of the awardee with the master data on the UGC web portal with unique
Maker/Checker Ids which have already been provided to them along with the passwords. The Universities/Colleges/Institutions shall
update the information in the master data (regarding monthly payment confirmation, HRA, up-gradation, resignation etc.) of the
beneficiaries on monthly basis. Based on the data updated on UGC web portal by the concerned Universities/Colleges/Institutions,
the payment of the fellowship will be made to the beneficiaries (Detailed process available at
https://www.ugc.ac.in/ugc_notices.aspx?id=2153).   
It may also be noted that UGC has proposed to link "AADHAAR" with bank account of students so that there can be direct cash
transfer and effective disbursal of fellowship into bank account of the student. In this regard, Secretary, UGC has already requested
the universities to help students in Aadhaar enrolment vide D.O. No. F.14-34/2011 (CPP-II) dated 11.01.2013.

It may please be noted that the award is liable to be cancelled by Implementing/Awarding agency and it will also attract legal action
against the Awardee in the following cases:

i. If the awardee is found to be ineligible to receive the award at any point during the entire duration of fellowship,
ii. Misconduct of Awardee,

iii. Unsatisfactory progress of research work,
iv. Failure in any examination related to M.Phil./Ph.D.,
v. In case any other fellowship is drawn from other source(s),

vi. Concealment of facts.
The e-Certificate of eligibility for Assistant Professor has been uploaded on https://ecertificate.nta.ac.in. The eligibility of the
candidate is to be ensured by the institution/appointing authority. The category in which the candidate had appeared may be verified
from NTA.

This electronic JRF award letter can also be verified by scanning the QR Code.

With best wishes,

    

(Dr Sadhana Parashar)
Senior Director

 Note: NTA has issued the electronic JRF award letter on the basis of information provided by the candidate in his/her online application form. The appointing
authority should verify the original records/certificates of the candidate while considering him/her for JRF award or appointment, as the NTA will not be liable for
any false information provided by the candidate. The NTA is only responsible for the result which can be verified from the repository available in the website of NTA
(ugcnet.nta.nic.in). The candidate must fulfil the minimum eligibility conditions as laid down in the notification for UGC-NET. 
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 JUN20U07609

 
      

 200510191125  OR0451900156

  SOUMYA SUCHARITA BHANJA

 

  TILOTTAMA BHANJA

 SARBESWOR BHANJA

  

 

 11th November,2020

   SOCIOLOGY  

30th November,2020

 29th November,2022
 

 10.12.2020
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Ministry of Education UGC-NET RESULT December 2020 & June 2021 
cy 

PRINT 

RO W Number ORO40117 Application Number 210520184571 

Candidate's Name: sUCHISMITA MADHEI 

Mother's Name SARASWATI MADHE 

Father's Name HANDRA MOHAN MADHE 

D03E89D3 13B099CCC 

Calego Person with Disablty(PwD) ST 

Subject ocOgY 

Registered 42690 APpearea 17690 

Applied For: JRF & ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 

Paper Marks Obtained Maximum Marks 

Paper-1: 

papet-2 
100 52 

200 

otal Marks Obtamed m Words One Hundred Fifty Only 

Result QUALIFIED FOR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ONLY 

MVisualy Impaired, HE Hearing Impaired, LM-Locomotor Disability. OD-0ther Disability 

larnsha Dated:19-02-2022 

Senior Director, NTA UGC NET 

Subject wise/Category wise cut-off for Assistant Professor only and Junior Research Fellowship (JRF)& 
Assistant Professor Both are available on website. 

Note 
1. This electronically generated Score Card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require 

any signature. 
2. Candidate's particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PWD) have been indicated as 

mentioned by the candidate in the online Application Form 
3. Subject wise Cut-Off is based on the Percentage of Marks Obtained. 
4. Those qualified for Assistant Professor will not be considered for award of JRF. Candidates who 

qualify the Test for eligibility for Assistant Professor will be governed by the rules and regulations for 

recru 
case may be. 

5. The slots of JRFs of both UGC-NET December 2020 and June 2021 cycles have been merged, while 
the methodology for Subject wise cum Category-wise allocation of JRFs remains unchanged. 

6. The candidates who qualify for the award of Junior Research Fellowship are eligible to pursue 
research in the subject of their post-graduation or in a related subject and are also eligible for 
Assistant Professor. The universities, institutions, ITs and other national organizations may select 
the JRF avwardees for full time research work in accordance with the procedure prescribed by them. 

7. Economically Weaker Section (EWs), Scheduled Caste(SC)/Scheduled Tribe(ST)/Persons with 
Disability(PwD}/ Thirdgender /Other Backward Classes -Non creamy layer (OBC-NCL), as per the 
central list of Other Backward Classes available on National Commission for Backward Classes 
(NCBC), Government of India website: www.ncbc.nic.in, candidate will be given such special 
concessions as may be decided by the UGC. 

8. Candidates qualifying for the award of Junior Research fellowship will be eligible to receive 
fellowship of UGC under various schemes, subject to their finding placement in 
universities/1lTs/institutions. The validity period of the offer is three years w.e.f. the date of issue of 
JRF Award Letter. However, in case the candidates who have already joined M. Phil. / Ph.D., the date 
of commencement of fellowship shall be from the date of declaration of NET result or date of their 
joining, whichever is later. 

9. The National Testing Agency shall not be responsible for any printing error in the publication. While 
preparing the scores due care has been taken. However, any inadvertent error cannot be ruled out. 
The NTA reserves the right to rectify any error at a later stage. 

10. No separate intimation letter shall be issued 

nent of Assistant Professor of the concerned universi colleges/State governments, as the 

Disclaimer: Neither NiC nor NTA is renponsible for any madvwertent error that may have crept in the resuts beng publiahed on NET The results published on net are for Immediate information to the 

xaminees (Ver 10 53 80 



  

  

 























                 







        

               

                  



         



              













 

 

 

 

 

 

               









 






                        









 JUN19U25855

 
      

 190510783667  OR04502467

  AMAN KUMAR PATEL

 

  ARATI PATEL

 HEMSAGAR PATEL

  

 

 21st June, 2019

   POPULATION STUDIES  

12th July, 2019

 11th July, 2021
 

 29.11.2019
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 JUN20U22009

 
      

 200510096576  OR0451700450

  PRAHALLAD SETHI

 

  MANGRI SETHI

 DASARATH SETHI

  

 

 05th November,2020

   POPULATION STUDIES  

30th November,2020

 29th November,2022
 

 10.12.2020
  
 
 
 



 JUN19U25858

 
      

 190510870894  OR04501614

  UMAKANTA SAHOO

 

  BILASINI SAHOO

 UDAYANATH SAHOO

  

 

 21st June, 2019
   POPULATION STUDIES  

12th July, 2019

 11th July, 2021
 

 29.11.2019
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GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210008174 Roll No. OR04000316

Candidate's Name ABHIPSA MOHAPATRA

Mother's Name ARNAPURNA MOHAPATRA

Father's Name MOHAPATRA DHARANIDHARA SAHOO

Category GEN-EWS Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender FEMALE Date of Birth 19-12-1997

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 166 500   93.1852145 3102 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in
words One Hundred Sixty Six Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Three point One Eight Five Two One Four Five Only

Result: QUALIFIED

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:
Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The
NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.



7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with
the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G.
programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi
only.



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021 
Ministry of Education AGENCY 

NTA SCORE CARD 

pplication Na. 21021000248s Roll No. ORO4O0O068 

Candidate's Name AHINASH SAHOO 

Mother'S Name SASMITA SAHOO 

Father's Name ARUN KUMAR SAHOO 

Calego GEN-EWS Fersoh Wid DisabilicyPwD) O 

Gender MALE Date of Birth 10-08-1996 

State of Residence ODISHA Nationalit INDIAN 

Score 
Marks obtained NTAS Score Validity of Score las Marks All India Rank 

195 96.9167546 1404 Three Ycan 

Maiks ObuunA Un was Oac fasndercd Ninaty Thrce Oay 

NTA Score in Words Ninety Six point Nine One Six Seven Five Four Six Only 

Result: QUALIFIED 

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks: 
Unreserved GEN-EWS 
(UR) 

Other Backward Clas 
(OBC-NCL) 

Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST) 

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 T85-152 185-114 183-87 

No of Candidates 1782 38 1179 688 340 

yolaraukar Dated: 19.03.2021 

Senior Director, NTA 

This electronically generated score card is the official resut declared by NTA and does not require any signatures. 

. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) 
candidates. The NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows 

100 X Number of candidates.agpsaredin the sxaninalion wh ra mark EQUAL TOORLESthan the candidate Total number of the candidates appeared 

NTA score is not the same as percentage af marks obtained. 

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 

Student having same Score sha be ated aoo te oth 
e two cafndidiates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 woLuld be ai 

unoer l.e. f there 

. The admission authonties are advised to Use score awaroeo 1O he stucents tor slioment or seat in the AICTE approved programs along 

with the other criteria that may exst, as applicabie. 

5. Candidate's particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the 

online appicauon 1om. 

5. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, f detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for 

disquaification. 

. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any les with 

8. Qualitying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitiement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance 
unoer aG. progr e 

Any dispute concerming GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of 
ew oem oiny 
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GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210045389 Roll No. OR04000010

Candidate's Name AKANKHYA SAHU

Mother's Name NIBEDITA SAHU

Father's Name SUNIL KUMAR SAHU

Category GENERAL Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender FEMALE Date of Birth 02-06-1999

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 186 500   96.1651723 1746 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in words One Hundred Eighty Six Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Six point One Six Five One Seven Two Three Only

Result: QUALIFED
Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:

Unreserved (UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class (OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as
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follows:
100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 

Total number of the candidates appeared
NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the
next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.
7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G. programmes.
9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi only.



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210012165 Roll No. OR04000277

Candidate's Name ANJUMAN NANDA

Mother's Name ANUSUYA NANDA

Father's Name PRASANTA KUMAR NANDA

Category GEN-EWS Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender MALE Date of Birth 11-05-1998

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 182 500   95.6751055 1969 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in
words One Hundred Eighty Two Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Five point Six Seven Five One Zero Five Five Only

Result: QUALIFED

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:
Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The
NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.



7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with
the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G.
programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi
only.



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210020114 Roll No. OR04000346

Candidate's Name ASHISH KUMAR SAHOO

Mother's Name SUJATA SAHOO

Father's Name ARUNA KUMAR SAHOO

Category OBC- NCL Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender MALE Date of Birth 13-05-1999

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 186 500   96.1651723 1746 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in
words One Hundred Eighty Six Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Six point One Six Five One Seven Two Three Only

Result: QUALIFED

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:
Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The
NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.



7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with
the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G.
programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi
only.



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210021372 Roll No. OR04000416

Candidate's Name ASHUTOSH BEHERA

Mother's Name SUVASINI PRADHAN

Father's Name ABANIKANTA BEHERA

Category GENERAL Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender MALE Date of Birth 20-04-1998

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 187 500   96.2706575 1698 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in
words One Hundred Eighty Seven Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Six point Two Seven Zero Six Five Seven Five Only

Result: QUALIFED

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:
Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The
NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.



7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with
the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G.
programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi
only.



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210022250 Roll No. OR04000424

Candidate's Name BISWASHREE HARICHANDAN SAHOO

Mother's Name PREMALATA SAHOO

Father's Name SARAT KUMAR SAHOO

Category OBC- NCL Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender MALE Date of Birth 22-04-1998

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 174 500   94.5411392 2485 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in
words One Hundred Seventy Four Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Four point Five Four One One Three Nine Two Only

Result: QUALIFED

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:
Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The
NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.



7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with
the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G.
programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi
only.
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GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210023551 Roll No. OR04000494

Candidate's Name DHANANJAY SINGH

Mother's Name LAXMIMANI SINGH

Father's Name RAMA CHANDRA SINGH

Category ST Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender MALE Date of Birth 08-07-1998

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 96 500   62.2670534 17171 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in words Ninety Six Only

NTA Score in Words Sixty Two point Two Six Seven Zero Five Three Four Only

Result: QUALIFIED
Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:

Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks)
candidates. The NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for
disqualification.
7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with the
admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance



10/11/21, 9:08 PM
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under P.G. programmes.
9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New
Delhi only.
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GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210016855 Roll No. OR04000279

Candidate's Name HITESH KUMAR BEHERA

Mother's Name LAXMIPRIYA BEHERA

Father's Name BANAMBAR BEHERA

Category SC Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender MALE Date of Birth 10-07-1996

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 181 500   95.5564346 2023 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in words One Hundred Eighty One Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Five point Five Five Six Four Three Four Six Only

Result: QUALIFED
Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:

Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks)
candidates. The NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for
disqualification.
7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with the
admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance



3/19/2021
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under P.G. programmes.
9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New
Delhi only.
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NTA SCORE CARD 

ORO4000284 Application No. 210210004345 Roll No. 

Candidate'% Name JAYASHREE PATRA 

MMothersName ANIUKTA PATRA 

rath me KUNAL CHARAN PATRA 

Categoy GEN-EWS Peron with DisabilitytPwD) NO 

Gender PEMALE Date ef Birth 01-09-1997 

State ef Residence ODSIA Nationality

Score 

Marks obae tax Marks NTA ScorE All la dia Rank Validity of re 

22 98.69651 7 nree Yeas 

Maks Obtained in words Two Hunded T enty One Oaly 

NTA SSore in Wors Nnety Eipt poat Sx Nne Six Eght One Seyen Nne 0hly 

Result: QUALIFED

Category iSe Cut-off Qualityingarks: 
UaresenedGEN-EWS(UR) 

Other Backward 

Class (oBC-NCD 
Schedsled Caste (SC) Schedsled Tribe (51 

185-154 s5-114 183-87 Cut-off Marks59-186 185-155 
No of 

455 9 688 
Candidates 

yn/arnishaDated : 19.03.2021

Senior Directer, NTA 

1.This electronicaily generated score card ia the official resuk declared by NTA and does not require any 

signatures. 

2. The NTA Score indicatesthe percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower 
raw markS) candidate 5. Ihe NiA scores ot a Candidate have been calculate d as folows: 

190X umber.ot.candidates.appearedin the.eKamination_with.raw.marks.EoUAL TO ORLESS than the candidate.
Total num ber of the candidates appeared 

NIA Score is not the saime as percerntage d marks obtaned. 
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GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021 

GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021 
jee logo Print 

NTA SCORE CARD 

Application No. 210210031560 Roll No. ORO2000054 

Candidate's Name LURINA MISHRA 

Mother's Name sUSMITA MISHRA 

Father's Name RAMSANKAR MISHRA 

Category GENERAL Person with Disability(PwD) NO 

Gender FEMALE Date of irth 09-02-2000 

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN 

SCOre 

Marks obtained Max Markss NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score 

205 500 97.8265647 990 Three Years 

Marks ODtained in words TWO Hundred Five only 

NTA Score in Words Ninety Seven point Eight Two Six Five Six Four Seven Onily 

Result: QUALIFIED 

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks: 
Unreserved GEN-EWS other Backward Class (OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST) 

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87 

No of Candidates 1782 58 1179 688 340 

Dated: 19.03.2021 

Senior Director, NTA 

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures. 

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL To OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The NTA scores of a Candidate have been 
calculated as follows: 

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared 

NTA SCore is not the same as percentage of marks obtained. 

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
1. Student having same Score shall De listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per therr date of Dirth. 

l. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number ie. if there are two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would 
not De awarded to tne next candioare Dut Mert 4 would De gven. 

4. The admission authoritles are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AlCTE approved programs along with the other citeria that may exist, as 
applicable. 

5. Candidate's particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online application form. 

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification. 

7. The responsiblty of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any les with the admitting institute. 

8. Qualifying in GPAT 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to PG. programme nor AlCTE assistance under PG. programmes. 

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the teritorial jurisdiction of New Delhi only 

Disclaimer: Neither NIC nor NTA is responsible for any inadvertent error that may have crept in the results being published on NET. The 
results published on net are for Immediate information to the examinees. (Ver 1.0.203.8.0 



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210021133 Roll No. OR04000389

Candidate's Name MADHUSMITA NAYAK

Mother's Name MANJUSHREE NAYAK

Father's Name SIBENDRA KUMAR NAYAK

Category GEN-EWS Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender FEMALE Date of Birth 09-09-1996

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 241 500   99.3692862 288 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in
words Two Hundred Forty One Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Nine point Three Six Nine Two Eight Six Two Only

Result: QUALIFIED

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:
Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The
NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.



7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with
the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G.
programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi
only.



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210038686 Roll No. OR04000180

Candidate's Name NIKITA KUMARI

Mother's Name NEETA RAM

Father's Name RABI SHANKAR RAM

Category GENERAL Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender FEMALE Date of Birth 28-02-1998

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 189 500   96.4794304 1603 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in
words One Hundred Eighty Nine Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Six point Four Seven Nine Four Three Zero Four Only

Result: QUALIFED

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:
Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The
NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.



7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with
the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G.
programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi
only.





Print

GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021
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GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD
logo

Application No. 210210022892 Roll No. OR04000403

Candidate's Name PRASANTI PATHI

Mother's Name JAYANTI PATHI

Father's Name SRIKANT KUMAR PATHI

Category GEN-EWS Person with Disability(PwD) YES

Gender FEMALE Date of Birth 01-05-1998

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 160 500   91.9985056 3642 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in words One Hundred Sixty Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety One point Nine Nine Eight Five Zero Five Six Only

Result: QUALIFED
Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:

Unreserved (UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class (OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.

 ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.

7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G. programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi only.

Disclaimer: Neither NIC nor NTA is responsible for any inadvertent error that may have crept in the results being published on NET. The results published on net are for Immediate information to the
examinees. (Ver 1.0.134.8.0
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GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210019890 Roll No. OR04000207

Candidate's Name RAJESH DAS

Mother's Name LIPSARANI DAS

Father's Name BIJAY KUMAR DAS

Category GENERAL Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender MALE Date of Birth 12-04-2000

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 267 500   99.7780415 102 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in words Two Hundred Sixty Seven Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Nine point Seven Seven Eight Zero Four One Five Only

Result: QUALIFED
Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:

Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks)
candidates. The NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for
disqualification.
7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with the
admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance



3/19/2021
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under P.G. programmes.
9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New
Delhi only.



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE 
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NTA SCORE CARD 
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Application 
No. 210210008339 Roll No. OR04000042

Candidate's 
Name ROJALIN SAMAL

Mother's Name SWARNALATA SAMAL

Father's Name SATYABADI SAMAL

Category GEN-EWS Person with 
Disability(PwD) NO

Gender FEMALE Date of Birth 15-03-1999

State of 
Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score

Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 297 500   99.9406646 28 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in 
words Two Hundred Ninety Seven Only

NTA Score in 
Words Ninety Nine point Nine Four Zero Six Six Four Six Only

Result: QUALIFED
Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks: 

Unreserved 
(UR) GEN-EWS

Other Backward 
Class (OBC-
NCL)

Scheduled 
Caste (SC) 

Scheduled Tribe 
(ST)

Cut-off 
Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87 

No of 
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340 

Dated : 19.03.2021 
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any 
signatures. 



2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or 
lower raw marks) candidates. The NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows: 

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the 
candidate 

Total number of the candidates appeared 
NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained. 
3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same 
number i.e. if there are two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would 
be given. 
4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE 
approved programs along with the other criteria that may exist, as applicable. 
5. Candidate???s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by 
the candidate in the online application form. 
6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the 
candidate liable for disqualification. 
7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of 
scholarship if any lies with the admitting institute. 
8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor 
AICTE assistance under P.G. programmes. 
9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the 
territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi only. 

Disclaimer: Neither NIC nor NTA is responsible for any inadvertent error that may have crept in the results 
being published on NET. The results published on net are for Immediate information to the examinees. (Ver 

1.0.144.8.0





GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210012929 Roll No. OR04000043

Candidate's Name SHREELEKHA MOHANTY

Mother's Name ARATI MOHANTY

Father's Name MAYADHAR MOHANTY

Category GEN-EWS Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender FEMALE Date of Birth 03-04-1998

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 223 500   98.7627461 564 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in
words Two Hundred Twenty Three Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Eight point Seven Six Two Seven Four Six One Only

Result: QUALIFIED

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:
Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The
NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.



7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with
the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G.
programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi
only.



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210027188 Roll No. OR04000071

Candidate's Name SOUBHAGYA MAHAPATRA

Mother's Name MINATI MAHAPATRA

Father's Name BABULA MAHAPATRA

Category OBC- NCL Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender MALE Date of Birth 24-09-1996

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 176 500   94.8971519 2323 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in
words One Hundred Seventy Six Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Four point Eight Nine Seven One Five One Nine Only

Result: QUALIFIED

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:
Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The
NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.

7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with
the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G.
programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi
only.



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210027307 Roll No. OR04000168

Candidate's Name SUBRAT KUMAR SAHOO

Mother's Name REETANJALI SAHOO

Father's Name SIBA PRASAD SAHOO

Category OBC- NCL Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender MALE Date of Birth 24-01-2000

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 173 500   94.3917018 2553 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in
words One Hundred Seventy Three Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Four point Three Nine One Seven Zero One Eight Only

Result: QUALIFED

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:
Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The
NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.



7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with
the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G.
programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi
only.



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210008707 Roll No. OR04000163

Candidate's Name SUMIT KUMAR KHANDAI

Mother's Name ANJULATA KHANDAI

Father's Name AJAYA KUMAR KHANDAI

Category GEN-EWS Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender MALE Date of Birth 15-03-1998

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 167 500   93.3829993 3012 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in
words One Hundred Sixty Seven Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Three point Three Eight Two Nine Nine Nine Three Only

Result: QUALIFIED

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:
Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The
NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.



7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with
the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G.
programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi
only.



GRADUATE PHARMACY APTITUDE TEST (GPAT)-2021

NTA SCORE CARD

Application No. 210210024925 Roll No. OR04000288

Candidate's Name SUPRIYA BEHERA

Mother's Name BILASINI BEHERA

Father's Name PRAHALAD BEHERA

Category SC Person with Disability(PwD) NO

Gender FEMALE Date of Birth 15-01-1998

State of Residence ODISHA Nationality INDIAN

Score
Marks obtained Max Marks NTA Score All India Rank Validity of Score

 198 500   97.3540788 1205 Three Years 

Marks Obtained in
words One Hundred Ninety Eight Only

NTA Score in Words Ninety Seven point Three Five Four Zero Seven Eight Eight Only

Result: QUALIFIED

Category wise Cut-off Qualifying Marks:
Unreserved
(UR) GEN-EWS Other Backward Class

(OBC-NCL) Scheduled Caste (SC) Scheduled Tribe (ST)

Cut-off Marks 359-186 185-155 185-152 185-114 183-87

No of
Candidates 1782 458 1179 688 340

Dated : 19.03.2021
 

Senior Director, NTA

1. This electronically generated score card is the official result declared by NTA and does not require any signatures.

2. The NTA Score indicates the percentage of candidates that have scored EQUAL TO OR BELOW (same or lower raw marks) candidates. The
NTA scores of a Candidate have been calculated as follows:

100 X Number of candidates appeared in the examination with raw marks EQUAL TO OR LESS than the candidate 
Total number of the candidates appeared

NTA score is not the same as percentage of marks obtained.

3. A National Merit Ranking (All India Rank) has been arrived based on the Marks secured against Total Marks. 
i. Student having same Score shall be listed in a chronological (ascending) order as per their date of birth.
ii. Candidates having same score would be given the same Merit, and the Merit number would be increased by the same number i.e. if there are
two candidates at Merit 2, Merit 3 would not be awarded to the next candidate but Merit 4 would be given.

4. The admission authorities are advised to use score awarded to the students for allotment of seat in the AICTE approved programs along with
the other criteria that may exist, as applicable.

5. Candidate’s particulars including Category and Person with Disability (PwD) have been indicated as mentioned by the candidate in the online
application form.

6. Instances of incorrect information provided by the candidates, if detected at any stage, would make the candidate liable for disqualification.



7. The responsibility of verifying the category of the candidate for ascertaining eligibility of admission and award of scholarship if any lies with
the admitting institute.

8. Qualifying in GPAT- 2021 does not guarantee any automatic entitlement for admission to P.G. programme nor AICTE assistance under P.G.
programmes.

9. Any dispute concerning GPAT- 2021 would be subject to Jurisdiction of the competent courts within the territorial jurisdiction of New Delhi
only.


